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S.O.S.(Sheets of Sobriety)
~Spreading the message one paper at a time!~

We Found Love
Upon coming into Alcoholics Anonymous a hand is offered, a smile shown and a welcoming
feeling that will last a lifetime fills the heart. Never before has a drunk walked into a room full of people
excited that they made it there. The fellowship in AA teaches it’s members that they never have to be
alone. We refer to this as the “We” part of the program.
A newcomer enters our rooms broken, hopeless and alone. It is the “We” part of the programs’
hope that a feeling of acceptance, that they may of never have felt before, is enough to bring them back to
the next meeting. Those who have been in the program for a few 24 hours share their experience, strength
and hope both inside and outside of meetings. We share our struggles and our victories, our happiness, our
anger and our sadness. When an alcoholic leaves our meetings we hope they leave with a feeling of
belonging and acceptance.
A sense of uniqueness is a feeling we discard at the door. The fellowship teaches us that although
we all may have our own unique personality traits, our struggles are by no means exclusive. As a
newcomer, we listen and we hear that those around us have felt what we’ve felt,done what we’ve done
and have taken the steps outlined in the big book to have a spiritual awakening and change the quality of
their lives. If one truly listens they will come to see that they now have a new family, new friends and a
new chance at a life they can’t possibly begin to dream of. The fellowship welcomes us upon
entrance,guides us through the steps and back to our higher power and teaches us how to live again.

~Briana~
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Freedom and Friends
As I woke up this morning and headed
upstairs to start some coffee,a smile
came over my face as I thought about
the morning ahead.As it has become my
daily routine,I set my alarm each day
in time to include a quick shower,a quick
check of my email,and an even quicker cup
of coffee before I run out the door to
make it to my favorite 10:30 AA meeting
that truly begins my day.Since I became
sober a very short 83 days ago,I have
developed a wonderful routine of starting
each day spent with friends and a new
family that has come to mean a great
deal to me and my young life of sobriety.
When I first walked through the doors
of my very first meeting,doubting of
course my need to be there and questioning
the desire of other participants to be
there as well,I was so nervous and unsure
of what my role and responsibility might
be to those other people.I was afraid to
make eye contact and even more afraid not
to.I had this preconceived idea of what
an AA meeting was like and the types
of folks that felt the need to frequent
them.I remember as the meeting began
I had a sense of dread and excitement
as to what was about to unfold.And as it
goes,my first impression was both a bit
overwhelming and relieving all at the
same time.

The Importance of the Fellowship
My name is Eddie,and I am a member of
Alcoholics Anonymous.This is how I identify
myself when speaking at an AA meeting.I spent
a long time feeling like I didn’t fit into the
fellowship.At first I thought AA was a cult,Kool
aid and all.Everybody seemed cliqueish,and
and acted as if this were a joke.I had nothing to
be laughing about.
I didn’t get it.Then I got into the literature and
began working with my sponsor.Oh yeah,he came
from the fellowship.As we started my step work,
things started to make more sense.We got to the
third step,and while on our knees,reciting the third
step prayer,I got it!
First of all,here is a man I had only known for a
few weeks.He let me into his home for our step
work and is always only a phone call away.He
and another AA member,who I hardly knew,
went to court with me.This is how the
fellowship works.I can tell you this much.If
another AA member asks me to go to court
with them for support,I already know the answer
to his question.Yes!This is what we do!
I selected my home group,chair meetings,
chat with newcomers,and most importantly….
I feel welcomed and like I fit it.I get it and I love it!
~Eddie~
Is AA for you?
Only you can decide whether to give AA a
trywhether you think it can help you!
We who are in AA came because we finally gave up
trying to control our drinking.We still hated to admit
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My first few meetings were filled with
a sense of wonder.I was trying so hard
to take in all that was being shared while
being so very confused as to how all these
people already knew me and in a way,my
very thoughts and feelings that I had
not been able to navigate myself until
I heard my story coming from their mouths.
There was a sense of belonging that I do
not believe I had ever experienced before.
The men and women that told of their
experiences,the strengths they had gained,
and the hope they were there to offer others,
was so real,raw and honest.At times it
was down right hard to listen as they
poured out their hearts to complete
strangers and yet their very soul mates.
The fellowship of AA is the reason I
am able to sit with peace tonight,reflecting
on the day and attempting to live in the
moment.I have gleaned a whole new way
of living from the rooms of AA and the
incredible level of honesty and relationships
that I have come to rely on.They say
when you first get started in the program
to take what you like and leave the rest.
What I have taken away thus far is
the freedom to be myself,a trust in my
sobriety,and the ability to take each
day as it comes,one day at a time.
Thanks to the people that I now share
my mornings with I am able to leave
behind some of the shame,guilt and regret
that for years had controlled and consumed
my life.As one man always says before
he shares each morning,"It is by the grace
of God and the fellowship of this program
that I am sober today". To that I say Right On!

~Paige~

that we could never drink safely.Then we heard from
other AA members that we were sick.We found out
that many people suffered from the same feelings of
guilt,loneliness and hopelessness that we did.We
found out that we had these feelings because we had
the disease of alcoholism.We decided to try and face
up to what alcohol had done to us.Here are some of the
questions we tried to answer honestly.If we answered
yes to four or more questions,we were in deep trouble
with our drinking.See how you do.Remember,there is no
disgrace in facing up to the fact that you have a
problem.
1.Have you ever decided to stop drinking for a
week or so but only lasted for a couple days?
2.Do you wish people would mind their own
business about your drinking and stop telling
you what to do?
3.Have you ever switched to one kind of drink
to another in hopes you wouldn’t get drunk?
4.Have you had to have an eye opener upon
awakening during the past year?
5.Do you envy people who can drink without
getting into trouble?
6.Have you had problems connected with drinking
in the past year?
7.Has your drinking caused problems at home?
8.Do you ever try and get extra drinks at a party
because you did not get enough?
9.Do you tell yourself you can stop drinking
anytime you want to,even though you keep
getting drunk when you don’t mean to?
10.Have you missed days of school or work
because of drinking?
11.Do you have blackouts?
12.Have you ever felt that your life would be
better if you didn’t drink?
Did you answer yes four or more times?If so,you are
probably in trouble with alcohol.Why do we say this?
Because thousands of people in AA have said so for
many years.They found out the truth about themselves,
the hard way.But again,only you can decide if AA is
for you.Try to keep an open mind on the subject.If
the answer is yes,we will be glad to show you how we
stopped drinking ourselves.Just call!AA does not
promise to solved your life’s problems.But we can
show you how we are learning to live without drinking,
one day at a time.We stay away from that first drink!

Contact Intergroup for help!3176327864
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~Step Six~
Were entirely ready to have God
remove all these defects of Character

~Tradition Six~
“An AA group ought never endorse,
finance or lend the AA name to any

Step six necessary to spiritual growth.The

relate facility or outside enterprise lest

beginning of a lifetime job.Recognition of

problems of money,property and prestige

difference between striving for objective

divert us from our primary purpose”.

and perfection.When we must keep trying.

Problems of money,property and authority may easily divert

“Being ready” is all important.Necessity

us from our primary spiritual aim.We think,therefore,that any

of taking action.Delay is dangerous.

considerable property of genuine use to AA should be

Rebellion may be fatal.Point at which

separately incorporated and managed,thus dividing the

we abandon limited objectives and move

material from the spiritual.An AA group,as such,should

toward God’s will for us.

never go into business.Secondary aids to AA,such as clubs

or hospitals which require much property or administration,ought to be incorporated and so set apart that,if
necessary,the can be freely discarded by the groups.Hence such facilities ought not use the AA name.Their
management should be the sole responsibility of those people who financially support them.For clubs,AA
managers are usually preferred.But hospitals,as well as other places,of recuperation,ought to be well outside of
AA and medically supervised.While an AA group may cooperate with anyone such cooperation ought never go
so far as affiliation or endorsement,actual or implied.An AA group can bind itself to noone!
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June Birthdays:
● Snowden H4yrs
● Tom B34yrs
● Debbie B8yrs
● Marcia L28yrs
● Paul F30yrs
● Denny A26yrs
● Marilyn S35yrs
● Curt W6yrs
● Liz H6yrs
● Bob A11yrs
Special Needs Committee
Do you know any seniors or homebound persons in your area who might need to
hear our message?Is there a need for an AA outreach to those in the fellowship
and those still suffering,who cannot make it to meetings on their own?Please
gather your groups input and forward results to intergroupmail@indyaa.org.
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~Recovery Search~
H S M F V H B B Y D E Y G W S
T S P H E K O T Z C F R P E S
I S G E B L I N N B A U L A E
A P S V T N L A E T T F A C N
F W E E E S T O I S S P U T G
Y Z V R L P E T W U T D T I N
A Y E B E R U V F S E Y I O I
N S L C O D E F L F H E R N L
O L C U E B I W E E Z I I N L
N A U S M C R A O P W H P K I
Y L C Z I I T D U P P T S Z W
M B S E R E W O P R E H G I H
I X N A A L C O H O L I S M D
T C Y R O T N E V N I W I H Y
Y X B I G B O O K R E Y A R P

1.ACCEPTANCE
2.ACTION
3.ALCOHOLISM
4.Anonymity
5.Big-book
6.Defeat
7.Dr.Bob
8.Faith
9.Fellowship
10.Gratitude
11.Higher-Power
12.Honesty
13.Inventory
14.Powerless
15.Prayer

16.Self-Sufficiency
17.Serenity
18.Spiritual
19.Twelve-Steps
20.Willingness

~Recovery Cryptoquip~
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S.O.S(the new paper3),Needs
your input!Do you fancy yourself
an artist,a writer,a poet or a
jokester?Do you have any ideas or
input on what should or shouldn’t
be in the paper?If you answered
yes, then we have a great service
opportunity for you!Simply send
your ideas to
briaocon@gmail.com.All ideas are
welcome!
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79th ANNIVERSARY OF ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS FOUNDERS DAY@ FAIRBANKS TREATMENT
CENTER-June 6, 2014 – June 8, 2014
“CARRY THE MESSAGE 2014@ Magnuson Hotel-June 6, 2014 – June 8, 2014 allday
THE ULTIMATE WEEKEND

@ Waycross Conference Center-June 6, 2014 @ 6:00 pm –

June 8, 2014 @ 7:00 pm

District 34 Meeting@ Southport United Methodist Church-June 7, 2014 @ 9:00 am – 10:00
am

Grapevine 70th Birthday Celebration@ 12-24 Club-June 7, 2014 @ 10:00 am – 2:00 pm
I.R.S. – Intergroup Rep School@ Central Office - Intergroup Office-June 7, 2014 @ 12:00 pm
– 2:00 pm

Monthly Intergroup Meeting @ Colts' Complex-June 8, 2014 @ 9:30 am – 10:30 am
District 24 Meeting@ Carvel Club-June 10, 2014 @ 6:45 pm – 7:45 pm
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SPONSORSHIP PRESENTED BY DISTRICT II@ THE WAY OUT CLUB-June 14, 2014 @ 12:30 pm –
3:00 pm
Open Hand Group – 27th Anniversary@ St. Andrew's Church-June 18, 2014 @ 6:30 pm –
9:00 pm

HOPE IN THE WOODS 8th ANNIVERSARY@ Woodside Community Church-June 19, 2014 @ 6:00
pm – 8:00 pm

BIG BOOK CAMPOUT@ Lieber State Recreation Area-June 20, 2014 – June 22, 2014
24th Founder’s Day Anniversary@ Trinity Lutheran Church-June 21, 2014 @ 5:00 pm – 9:00
pm

District 30 Meeting@ Club East-June 22, 2014 @ 1:00 pm – 2:00 pm
TAS Workshop@ Intergroup Office-June 22, 2014 @ 1:00 pm – 3:00 pm
District 22 Meeting@ Orchard Park Presbyterian Church-June 26, 2014 @ 6:30 pm – 7:30
pm

Canoe with the Crew@ Blues Canoe LiveryJune 27, 2014 @ 4:00 pm – June 29, 2014 @
5:00 pm
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